




Thxiing in at the South Pole, the

LC-130 "Ski-Hercules" slides to a gentle

stop. A fine fog of snow and ice crystals

whipped up by the propellers nearly

obscures the lineman who is wrapped in

a heavy hooded parka.

The ramp and cargo door are

opened, and the air at -60 degrees Centi-

grade quickly rushes in and nearly takes

your breath away. The pilot checks his

watch. It's midnight, but the sun is

shining brightly as though it is midday.

The cold temperatures and the thin air,

due to the nearly 10,000 foot elevation

make physical activity par-

ticularly exhausting. As fuel

and cargo are off-loaded,

another resupply mission to
"the Pole" is nearly com-

plete.

The U.S. Nar,y's Antarc-

tic Development Squadron

Six (VXE-6) completed its

40th year providing logisti-

cal support for the scientific

research and exploration

being carried out on the

world's southernmost conti-

nent. The workhorse of the squadron is

the LC-130. This versatile aircraft has

served VXE-6 well for over 35 years.

The squadron's mission in Antarctica is

to support the scientific efforts of the

National Science Foundation (NSF).

Each year the NSF sponsors 110 Antarc-

tic research projects including: ultravio-

let solar radiation, ozone depletion,

atmospheric chemistry, glacier dlnamics

and wildlife studies. The Hercules is

used to shuttle equipment and person-

nel to at least a dozen research camps on

the continent. "Our scientists can virtu-
ally come and go as the science dictates,

rather than suffer the enormous periods

of time needed to transit to and from

the continent by ship," says Eric Chiang,

NSF director of Operations for the

Office of Polar Programs. "This mobili-

ty has made the U.S. Antarctic Program

(USAP) foremost in Antarctic research

among the 26 nations that support a

program on the continent," Chiang

states.

The initial preparation for the

annual deployment begins in August.

VXE-6 crews preposition aircraft, sup-

plies and squadron personnel to

Christchurch, New Zealand. From

there, a number of flights are conducted

to McMurdo Station, Antarctica, the

logistical hub of the U.S. Antarctic pro-

gram. LC-130s transport supplies and

personnel who begin start-up operations

for the coming season. Each year from

October thru March the population of
McMurdo Station swells from a small

contingent of "winter-over" personnel to

more than a thousand U.S. Navy and

civilian personnel. Operations go into

full swing during these months which

coincide with the Southern Hemi-

sphere's austral summer, to take advan-

tage of the more agreeable weather that

prevails.

Many procedures unique to flying

ski-equipped aircraft have been devel-

oped and refined over the years. Pilots

go through rigorous training to ensure

proficiency. Hazards include avoiding

treacherous crevasses during open field

work, minimizing the high drag effects

of soft snow in getting airborne, and

" zer o -zero" whiteout landings.

Open field landings are a hallmark

of the LC-130s versatility. The aircraft

can essentially land anl,r,vhere on the

continent, facilitating the movement of
scientists and their equipment to and

from remote locations. Scientific out-

camps can be established and resupplied

easily. Procedures require several fly-

overs at various altitudes to determine

the presence of crevasses.

Crevasses are large fis-

sures in the ice caused by

glacial movement. The

treacherous gaps can be 50

feet wide and hundreds of
feet deep. Often, blowing

snow causes the crevasse to

bridge over making their

presence difficult to discern.

The consequences of land-

ing, taking off or taxiing

over these formations can

be catastrophic.

Once the area is visually determined

crevasse free, the crew performs "ski

drags" to open any hidden crevasses,

investigate snow conditions, and prepare

the landingarea. The pilot makes a nor-

mal approach and touchdown. While

the aircraft's main skis maintain contact,

the pilot holds the nose ski off the snow.

Power on, the aircraft maintains this

attitude and slides for one minute. The

crew conducts two drags adjacent to

each other in a straight line. After each

drag the crew performs an additional

visual survey ofthe area. If crevasse-free

and snow conditions are favorable, the

crew makes a full-stop landing.

Taking off is a unique evolution as
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well. The pilot taxis onto the skyu,ay

and continues aircraft movement until
takeoff power is applied. If the aircraft

stops, it freezes fast to the surface, and

the evolution to break the aircraft free by

cycling the skis must be repeated. The

pilot eases the throttles forward, and the

aircraft begins to accelerate. Thking off
from an ice covered runway or skyway,

the pilot must add power carefully and

make adjustments as needed to keep the

aircraft on centerline. Once the rudder

becomes effective, the pilot calls for the

copilot to set final power. At the "60

knots" call, the pilot fully compresses or
"pumps" the yoke forward. The nose

lurches downward, and with a forceful

yank the pilot brings the yoke full back.

The nose slowly rises and is adjusted.

The slide continues. As the speed builds

and reaches takeoff velocity, the aircraft

slowly floats sklward.

Getting airborne is not always easy.

The nose attitude during the slide is crit-

ical. Too much nose high and the aero-

dl,namic drag may prevent the aircraft

from reaching takeoff speed. Care also

must be taken to prevent the nose ski

from settling back down on the snow If
the snow is soft/wet, it acts like glue. It
may require a series of pumps to break

the nose free. Several takeoff runs may

be required to pack down and harden

the snow. Shifting the center of gravity

further aft and selecting 100 percent

flaps are additional techniques. It is not

uncommon for a crew to make several

unsuccessful takeoff attempts prior to

finding the right combination to get air-

borne.
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The weather in Antarctica some-

times proves too unpredictable for even

the latest weather forecasting technolo-

gy. The LC-130 crews face thick fog

banks and blinding snow storms which

can quickly turn a bright clear day into a

very hazardous environment for an avia-

tor.

With the dynamic weather and

remoteness of the continent, "Ski-Herc"

crews are trained to fly approaches inde-

pendent of ground based navigation

equipment. The LC-130s employ an

onboard radar and ground based

radar reflectors to paint an image

of the runway environment on

the radar's screen. A skilled navi-

gator interprets the image and

provides vectors to the pilot in

what is termed an "internal

approach."

An Antarctic weather phe-

nomenon nicknamed "Herbies,"

snow storms with associated

strong winds, quickly drive the

visibility to zero and cause wind

SKI.EQUIPPED HERCULES
ry Devto Rtaot

Ski-equipped C-130 Hercules have

been around a long time and were the

very first variant model aircraft consid-

ered when Lockheed introduced the C-

130A.

The teflon-coated skis are attached

to the conventional landing gear of the

Hercules and can be raised and low-

ered over the wheels when the gear is

down. When the gear is up, the skis

are drawn up against streamlined fair-

ings on the bottom of the fuselage.

The skis on the main landing gear are

20.5' long and 5.5'wide and weigh

2j00 lbs. The nose gear ski is 10.3'

long and 5.5'feet wide weigh 800 lbs.

The US Air Force was the first to

acquire these Hercs, having originally

placed an order tor 12 in 1959. Lock-

heed reorganized the production line to

accommodate the order and delivered

the planes with the designation of C-

130D. The Air Force used the ski-

equipped transports during the initial

construction of Distant Early Warning

(DEW line) radar installations located in

remote areas of Alaska, Northern

Canada, and The Greenland lce Cap.

Once completed, the aircraft con-

tinued operation, providing resupply to

the remote defense radar sites. Subse-

quently, two existing C-1 30A aircraft

were modified with skis and redesignat-
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chills to plurlmet. "Herbies" ale a dan-

gerous weather cor-rclition for personnel

on the grour-rd as rvell as in the air. With-

out a nearby alternate, the LC-130 creiv

must be trained to land in these concli-

tior-rs. In the beginning of the season, a

large area on the ILoss ice shelf called the

"rvhite-clut areil" is surveyecl fbr hazards.

If unable to lancl at the skpvay clue to

weather, the creu, has tl-re optior"r of utiliz-

ing the lvhite-out arcar for landing clorvn

ed as C-130Ds. The Air Force operat-

ed the aircraft until 1975 when six were

turned over to the 109th Airlift Group at

Schenectady County Airport, Scotia, Ny

who had been selected to take over the

to zero visibility conclitions. Each crov

rnember carries out a specific task to back

up the pilot durir"rg this critical er.olution.

The pilot sets up a shallou, rate of descent,

on airspeecl, untilgrouncl contact is fblt.

After lirndir"rg tl-re crelrr must taxi the air-

craft back to the run\viw using the radar.

The LC- 130s operate out of three air-

fields at NrlcMurdo Station. ln the begin-

ning of the season An area off N4cMurdo

is preparecl on top of ten to tn enty-five

polar transport support mission. Six

were "de-skied" and utilized to resupply

remote military sites in Alaska via grav-

el landing strips.

The next ski-equipped Hercules to

fbet of sea ice. (lalled the "ice run\\ra),;'

takeoll and lanclir-rgs on lt heels irre

allor,led. As the season progresses the sea

ice thins causing the ice runrvay to

become unstrfe. Flight operatiorrs are

moved further up tl-re ice shelf to a snorv

cor,ered area on top of the perrnanent sea

ice. At \\riiliams Field, as it is namecl, onlv
ski takeoff ancl lanclings are possible.

'loll,irrd season's encl, PegrrsLrs Airfielcl

is opened. Aclopting the nickname of n
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be developed was the LC-130F. These

were an updated version of the C-130D

built from production C-1308 airframes

for the US Navy. They replaced aging

Douglas R4D-51and R4D-RL trans-
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Lockheed C-121 Constellation that

crashed in the vicinity in 1970, Pegasus

Airfield is an ice run\,vay located approxi-

n-rately eight miles from the original"ice

runway" Pegasus agair-r allows for lvheel

operations, rvhich is important due to the

increased airlift requirernents as the sea-

son begir-rs to lvind dorvn. Wheel opera-

tions allorv for higher takeoff weights than

are allor.vecl on skis, increasing the cargo

carr,ving capacity.

This past deployment, Operation
I)eep Freeze 95196, marked the 40th year

of Antarctic support forVXE-6. During
early Deep Freeze seasons the squadron

operated a varietl, of aircraft including the

P2V Neptune, I)eHavilland Otter, C-47
Dtrkota, C-54 Skymaster, C-117 Skytrain,

C- 121 Super Constellation, Sikorsky

LH-34 and CH-19 helicopters, and the

HH-lN lwin Huey helicopter. The first

LC- 130 rvas acceptecl in August 1960.

Tod,ry the squadron operates seven "Ski-

Hercs." Lirst season the LC-130s logged

more than 3,000 hours, transporting

more than 4,000 passengers and more

than 3 million tons of cargo.

VXE-6 is proud of its contribution

to the legacy of Ar-rtarctic exploration.

Thanks to the LC- 130, its versatility and

durabiliq,, the squadron is trble to r-neet the

unique airlift requirements of the National

Science Foundation. No doubt the LC-130

has plal,ed a major role in aclr,ancing sci-

ence and exploration in the region. ii

i

ports operated by the Navy's Antarctic

Development Squadron Six (VXE-6) to

provide logistical support to Antarctic

operations.

The aircraft were originally called

C-130BLs by the USAF and UL-1Ls by

the Navy. But in September 1962, the

four ski-equipped Hercs were officially

designated "LC-130F".

The most notable improvement to

the LC-130F was the addition of Rocket

Assist Take Off capability to augment

the Herc's Allison T56-A-7 turboprop

engines. Operation of the RATO rock-

ets to assist in take-offs was tricky at



best and more than once caused acci-

dents. On one occasion, a rocket

broke loose and went through a wing.

The plane was abandoned for over 16

years, until recent efforts freed it from

the ice. lt has now been put back in

operation!

Next came the LC-130H(2) Her-

cules. These are ski-equipped Hercs

based on the C-130C airframe with Alli-

son T56-4-15 turboprop engines built

for the New York Air National Guard's

109th TacticalAirlift Group in 1985.

The new Hercules replaced aging C-

130Ds that the Air Guard inherited 10

years earlier. The aircraft are used to

provide air transport support of NSF

polar science projects at remote, hos-

tile sites in Greenland. The airlift mis-

sion includes transportation of food,

fuel, personnel, spare parts and equip-

ment to the science foundation's

Greenland lce Sheet Project. The

GISP project collects deep ice core

samples of Greenland's glacial ice

sheet down to the bedrock of the conti-

nent below, seeking to understand

rapid climatic shifts over the millennia.

The next Hercules with skis, the

LC-130R, is basically a C-130H air-

frame with Allison T56-A-16 turboprop

engines. The aircraft were built for the

National Science Foundation and were

delivered to VXE-6 to supplement their

LC-130F Hercs. The LC-130Fs are

equipped with research instruments for

detecting and monitoring pollution in

Antarctica.

ln recent years the LC-130Rs have

been undergoing an upgrade program

known as the LC-130 lmprovement Pro-

gram. This program is actually made

up of a series of improvement projects

that encompass standardizing avionics

and improving aircraft supportability.

One project reduces the gross
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weight and updates the avionics,

improving supportability of all LC-130Fs

and Rs. lt addresses safety of flight

concerns by replacing unreliable or

obsolete avionics. This

includes replacing and/or

upgrading the aircraft's

search radar, weather radar,

navigation systems, true air-

speed indicator, HFI/HF

radios and VHF NAV/ILS/

Marker Beacon systems as

well as the airplane's TACAN set and

radio-radar altimeter flight control sys-

tem. A new altitude alert system, a C-

12 compass with enhanced switching

capability and a new ground proximity

warning device will also be added.

Another project called the R2

MOD, replaces existing gas turbine

compressors aided by air turbine

motors, with new auxiliary power units.

This modification also includes a slight

change to the nose landing gear, cor-

recting how the gear/ski is suspended

Air National Guard. This air-

craft, like the LC-130R, is

based on the C-130H air-

frame with 16 engines and

is equipped with upgraded

avionics such as GPS navi-

gation. The 109th was in

need of additional ski-

equipped aircraft for the addition of the

NSF science support mission in the Arc-

tic and their continued support of the

in the up-lock position.

The latest version of the skied C-

130 Hercules is the LC-130H(3) operat-

ed by the 109th Airlift Group, New York

)^(Navy in the Antarctic.
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